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Company: Euler Hermes SA [NV]

Location: Belgium

Category: business-and-financial-operations

What you do

'- Make decisions for applications (credit limit and extension) on the domestic market,

prepare and propose decisions 

* by evaluating the buyer using all the information available in IRP and according to your

own knowledge of the market

* monitoring the risk portfolio (and taking any necessary action)

* by requesting further information from the Credit Assssment Department

* Check and validate decisions of colleagues

- Are responsible for a defined customer portfolio, managing it and providing a proactive level of

service in line with policy segmentation

* meeting regularly with customers and brokers

* organizing conference calls 

- Provide active support to Commercial Department by identifying the level of customer

losses and proposing actions to guarantee or restore portfolio profitability.

What you bring

'- Market knowledge :

* knowledge of the main business sectors 

* good knowledge of domestic arbitrage

- Operational expertise :

* strong business/financial evaluation skills
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* in-depth knowledge of EH quality standards for risk underwriting.

* Commercial orientation

- Interpersonal skills:

* good communicator and able to convince any interlocutor of the soundness of decisions taken

(anywhere in the world)

* ability to ensure visits and contacts (depending on experience) with our customers

* communication skills: languages: FR, NL, EN

What we offer

-  Competitive salary  and  Benefits  with a personal bonus

-  Flexible  hours with possibility to  work from home

- A  rewarding career  with many possibilities to grow

- An  international and multicultural  environment

- A place where  horizontal and international mobility  is stimulated

#Belgium

#NEUR

#Brussels

#LI-MS2

Allianz Group is one of the most trusted insurance and asset management companies in

the world. Caring for our employees, their ambitions, dreams and challenges, is what makes us

a unique employer. Together we can build an environment where everyone feels empowered

and has the confidence to explore, to grow and to shape a better future for our customers

and the world around us. 

We at Allianz believe in a diverse and inclusive workforce and are proud to be an equal

opportunity employer. We encourage you to bring your whole self to work, no matter where

you are from, what you look like, who you love or what you believe in.

We therefore welcome applications regardless of ethnicity or cultural background, age, gender,

nationality, religion, disability or sexual orientation.

Join us. Let's care for tomorrow.

Note: Diversity of minds is an integral part of Allianz’ company culture. One means to achieve

diverse teams is a regular rotation of Allianz Executive employees across functions, Allianz

entities and geographies. Therefore, the company encourages its employees to have

motivation in gaining varied skills from different positions and to collect experiences from across



Allianz Group.

Apply Now
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